Aggressive
Alcohol Dependency
Allows emotions to show
Being straightforward
Blunt
Bossy
Close-minded
Critical of others
Delegating tasks
Does not like conflict
Does not like pressure
Drug use
Easily bored
Fearful
Focusing on small details
Follow-ups
Greedy
Impatient
Impulsive
Irritable
Lazy
Lethargic
Likes to take risks
Long-term planning
Multitasking
Needs to be right
Not taking criticism well
Passive
Perfectionist
Persistent
Presenting
Procrastinate
Promiscuity
Self critic
Selfish
Short-sighted
Shy
Strict
Strong willed
Stubborn
Takes blame for others
Takes on to much
Takes things personally
Trouble with teams
Unorganized
Womanizer
Works to much